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ABSTRACT 

Recent results from a high statistics study with LASS of mesons which 
contain strange quarks are reviewed, and compared with the quark model. 

INTRODUCTION 

The spectroscopy of light quark mesons continues to be an important area 
of investigation in high energy. physics. Historically, it was of vital importance 
to the early success of the quark model, and it is now well-known that the 
non-relativistic quark model provides an excellent description of most of the 

-- - known light quark spectra, and the observed heavy quark mesons as we11.1’2 In 
the context of these models, studies with light quarks complement those of the 
heavy quarkonia in that they probe a different.piece of the gg potential, and allow 
the study of the strength and structure of the long-range confining term of the 
interaction. However, none of the meson spectra is well mapped over most of the 
excitation space, and, since the experimentally accessible states depend strongly 
on the production mechanism, studies of both light and heavy mesons in a wide 
variety of channels remain of interest. In particular, the discovery of several 
candidates for exotic mesons in the mass region below 2.3 GeV/c2, as described 
at this conference, emphasizes yet again the importance of understanding the 
gq levels in this mass region as a template against which the exotic candidates 
can be compared. 
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THE EXPERIMENT 

This talk reviews several re.cent results on mesons containing strange quarks 
coming from the LASS collaboration at SLAC. Details of these analyses can be 
found elsewhere.3’4’5’6’7’8’g The spectrometer is serviced by a clean RF sepa- 
rated beam, and has nearly flat acceptance over 47r steradians, good particle 
identification, good multi-particle tracking and topology reconstruction, a full 
acceptance trigger, and high data rate capability.” The raw data sample con- 
tains - 113 million triggers taken with an 11 GeV/c K- beam, corresponding 
to a sensitivity of 4.1 events/nb. 

K* SPECTROSCOPY 

The strange mesons provide an excellent laboratory to study a pure qij 
system since there is no isoscalar-isovector mixing and no confusion with pure 
glueballs. In particular, the reactions 

K-p + K-rr+n (1) 

K-p -+ @x+*-n (2) 

- .. are ideal places to study the orbital excitation ladder and also provide access 
to the expected underlying states. Reaction (1) has a particularly simple topol- 

-ogy, is restricted to the natural spin-parity series, and has a large cross sec- 
. tion which is dominated by ?r exchange at small values of momentum transfer 

(t’ z It - tmin I), whereas reaction (2) can couple to both natural and unnatu- 
ral spin-parities. I will only discuss features of a few of the natural spin-parity 

-. - objects in the following section. Many more details of these analyses are given 
elsewhere. 394 

The invariant mass distribution for re- 
action (1) is shown in fig. 1 for the 730,000 
events with t’ 5 1.0 GeV/c2. The spin-parity 
Jp = l-K*(892) and 2+Ki (1430) mesons 
can be clearly seen as can a higher mass struc- 
ture in the 3-K,f(1780) region. Similarly, the 
invariant mass for reaction (2) shown in fig. 2 
has structure in the K,f(l430) and K,*(1780) 
regions. However, in neither case is there 
any direct evidence in the mass plots for the 
higher mass leading resonances nor for the 
expected underlying states, and at first sight 
the cross sections appear to be largely back- 
ground on which the low mass leading reso- 
nances are superimposed. 
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Fig. 1. The K-r+ mass dis- 
tribution from reaction (1); the 
cross-hatched plot contains events 
with N*‘s removed (M(mr+) 2 
1.7 GeV/c2). 



Partial wave analyses (PWA) of these data show, however, that the cross sections 
are composed of many resonances; indeed, even the “obvious” leading structures 
contain significant contributions from underlying resonances in the same mass 
regions. 
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tribution from reaction (2) for all 
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-. events (top plot) and for events with 

t’ < 0.3 GeV/c2 (bottom plot); the Fig. 3. The leading natural spin- 
dashed line gives the final accep- parity resonant amplitudes from re- 
tance after all cuts. action (1). 

The PWA amplitudes for reaction (1) demonstrate clear Breit-Wigner 
structures for the leading orbitally excited natural spin-parity states with Jp 

-. - from 2+ up to 5-, as shownin fig. 3. The K,*(l430), the K3f(1780), the K,*(2060), 
and the K,*(2380) are clearly seen. Similarly, the same leading natural spin- 

-parity resonances with Jp up to 4+ can be seen in the natural spin-parity waves 
of reaction (2), as shown in fig. 4. There is also substantial structure in the 
l- wave around 1.4 and 1.8 GeV/c2, and in the 2+ wave around 2.0 GeV/c2. 
The individual K* and p isobar contributions to the l- wave in reaction (2) are 
shown in fig. 5, and, as shown by the curves, these waves are well described 
by a model with two l- Breit-Wigner resonances. The higher mass state, with 
M=l735 f 10 f 20 and I’ = 423 f 18 f 30, couples to both channels; while the 
lower mass state, with M=1420 f 7 f 10 and I’ = 240 f 18 f 12, is nearly decou- 
pled from the Kp channel, and its production characteristics suggest a weak Kr 
coupling as well. This behavior is corroborated by the P wave Kn amplitude 

- - shown in fig. 6, which has clear resonances around 890 and 1700 MeV/c2, but 
a model incorporating only these two resonances is incapable of describing the 
data in the 1400 Mev/c2 region as is indicated by the dashed line. However, 
the three resonance model shown by the solid line provides a good description 
of the data in terms of the K*(892), a resonance at M=1380 f 21 f 19 MeV/c2 
with an elasticity of 0.07, and a third resonance at M=1677 f 10 f 32 with an 
elasticity of 0.39, in good agreement with the characteristics of the states seen 
in reaction (2). 
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Fig. 5. The individual isobar contribu- (b) of the P wave Kr amplitude 
tions to the l- wave from reaction (2). from reaction (1) below 1.84 GeV/c2. 

It is simplest to associate the higher state with the 13D1 state based on 
the small triplet splitting and the agreement of the branching ratios with SU(3). 
Though mixing is not excluded, the lower state then would be mostly the first 
radial excitation of the K”(892). The suppression of the KK decay mode of 
the lower mass state is understood in some models as being a dynamical effect 
resulting from the presence of a node in the radial wave function. 

11 

The PWA of reaetion (1) also provides clear evidence for two structures 
in the S wave. The first, which can be seen at around 1.4 GeV/c2 in fig. 7, is 
generally classified as the 3Pe triplet partner of Ki(1430), and has been seen by 
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several earlier experiments. 2 Determi- I.2 I I I I I 1 

nation of its resonance parameters is corn-- 
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shift reaches 90’ at - 1340, and other 
models suggest that the resonance mass 

Fig. 7. The intensity and phase 

lies close to this point.2 
of the I = l/2 S wave amplitude 
from reaction (1) below 1.6 GeV/c2. 

There is a second S wave struc- 
ture at around 1.9 GeV/c2 shown in 
fig. 8. Though there are two solu- 
tions in this mass region, they both 
show resonance behavior with approx- 
imate parameters M- 1950,T - 200 
MeV/c2, and c - 0.5. Within the 
quark model, this state can only be 
classified as a radial excitation of the 
O+ member of the L=l triplet, most 
probably the 23Po state. The 2+ wave 
from reaction (2) also demonstrates 
resonance behavior in this same mass 
region (M=1973 f 33 MeV/c2, I’ = 
373f93), which most probably is the 
radial excitation of the K,*( 1430) and 
the triplet partner of the O+ state. 
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5565A15 

Fig. 8. The intensity and phase of the 
S wave amplitude from reaction (1) 
for the two solutions, (a) and (b), in 
the mass region between 1.76 and 
2.14 GeV/c2. 

The reaction 
K-p-+K-rjp ; (3) 

is particularly interesting since SU(3) makes the striking prediction that the 
Kr, branching ratios from even-spin K* states will be very small, while those 
of odd-spin states should be substantial. The Kq mass spectrum of fig. 9(a), 
and the results of the PWA shown in fig. 9(b) d emonstrate that this prediction 
is&deed correct. Production of the K,*(1780) is seen clearly with a branching 
fraction to Kq of 7.9 f2.4%, while the 95% confidence level upper limit on the 
Kq branching fraction of the Ki(1430) is measured to be 0.45%. 

Figure 10 summarizes the K* spectrum observed from this experiment in 
the channels discussed today. The observed leading states lie on an essentially 
linear orbital ladder that extends up through the 5-K*. Several of the expected 
triplet multiplets have now been seen and there are good candidates for radial 
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states. In general, the parameters of these states agree well with the predictions 
of the quark model,’ with some exceptions which are discussed in the concluding 
section. We have measured 7r transitions from most of these states as well as 
transitions to vector, and in some cases, tensor and r] mesons, and, in general, 
the decay rates are consistent with those predicted by SU(3). 
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Fig. -9. The Kq-mass dependences from reaction (3) for: (a) the raw data with 
M(qp) 2 2.0 GeV/ c2 and M(K-p) 2 1.85GeV/c2; (b) the intensity distribu- 
tions for D and F waves; the Breit-Wigner curve on the D wave indicates the 
95% c.1. limit for K,*(l430) production, while the curve on the F wave indicates 
the Breit-Wigner fit to the K:(1780). 
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Fig. 10. Level diagram summarizing the strange meson states and transitions 
seen in this experiment. 
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ss SPECTROSCOPY 

The strangeonium mesons ,are of particular interest since several candidates 
for exotic mesons, as discussed at this conference, couple strongly to the same 
final states. The reactions 

K-p + K-K+A (4 

K-p + K;K;A (5) 

K-p + K;K%?A (6) 
are dominated by peripheral hypercharge exchange which strongly favors the 
production of ss mesons over glueballs. Thus, these channels provide a clear 
look at the strangeonia, which can provide revealing comparisons with the same 
final states produced in other channels that might be glue-enriched. Only a 
very short review of the material of direct relevance to ss spectroscopy is given 
here. More details were given to this conference in the talk of D. Aston, and in 
published papers. 6,7X’ 

The mass spectrum of fig. 11(a) for 
reaction (4) shows bumps corresponding 
to the known 4(1020) and fi(1525) lead- 
ing orbital states as well as a smaller bump 
m the rj~(l850) region. Only the fL(1525) 
is observed in fig. 11(b) for reaction (5) 
since. it is restricted to even spin states. 
In neither case is there any evidence for 
the 8(1720). Amplitude analyses of these 
data (fig. 12) display the expected P wave 
structure for the ~j(1020) and D wave for 

-- - the fi (1525). In addition, the S wave in- 
tensity [fig. 12(d)] from reaction (5) ap- 
pears to peak around the fi (1525) mass. 
Although the errors on the individual 
points are large (and non-linear), the data 
require the existence of an S wave in this 
region at about the 5a level. This suggests 
the existence of a O+ resonance which is 
most naturally interpreted as the triplet 
partner of the fi(1525),6 and leads us to 
suggest that the fo(975), which is usually 
assigned to this multiplet, may not be a 
q’(r state. 
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Fig. 11. The Kii’ mass spectra 
from (a) reaction (4); and (b) 
reaction (5). 

The F wave intensity distribution of fig. 13(a) shows a structure in the 
1850 MeV/c2 region which can be simply associated with the $~(1850) bump 
in the mass distribution [fig. 13(b)]. A Breit-Wigner fit to the F wave ampli- 
tude of fig. 13(a) g ives parameters M=1855f22, I’ = 74f67 MeV/c2, while a fit 
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MeV/c2 from reaction (4); (a) the F wave 
intensity; (b) the mass dependent total 
cross section. 
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to.the cross section gives M=1851 f 
7, l? = 66 f 29 MeV/c2. We have also 
shown that the interference between 
ss resonance production and diffrac- 
tive N* production can be utilized to 
analyze the leading the SB amplitude, 
and this method gives results consis- 
tent with the above for the F wave.8 
An extension of this method has been 
utilized to analyze the G wave ampli- 
tude in the 2.2 GeV/c2 mass region. 
Fig. 14 shows evidence for a 4+ state 
(the fi(2210) which is a good candi- 
date to be the mainly SB member of 
the 4++ nonet predicted by the quark 
model. 



The most prominent features of the Kii’lr 
mass distribution [fig. 15(a)] from reaction 
(6) are a sharp rise at K*K threshold fol- 
lowed by a peak around 1.5 GeV/c2, and a 
second peak around 1.85 GeV/c2. The PWA 
shows that the low mass region is dominated 
by l+ K” waves, while the higher mass struc- 
ture contains evidence for peaks in the 2- and 
3- waves. The l+ waves can be combined 
to form eigenstates of G-parity as shown in 
fig. 15(b) and 15(c). These distributions 
are well described by Breit-Wigner curves as 
shown, and, assuming I = 0, provide good 
evidence for two ss axial-vector meson states: 
one with quantum numbers Jpc = l++,M- 
1530 MeV/c2, and I’ - 100 MeV/c2, and the 
other with Jpc = l+-,M- 1380 MeV/c2 
and I’ - 80 MeV/c2. These states are good 
candidates to be the mostly strangeonium 
members of the ground state l++ and l’- 
nonets predicted by the quark model. 
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Fig. 16 summarizes the strange+ _ _S’Y!?~~C’O~ _ _ _ + _ _ _ _ - Tr’P’L Se*‘- - - - - _ _ 
nia observed from this experiment in I 
the channels discussed today. The 

I 
I 

general features of the spectrum are 
reminiscent of the K* spectrum dis- z-+?;~~B~o~? 
cussed above. The observed leading 
states lie on an essentially linear or- 
bital ladder that extends up through -= 1’~ (W 
the 4+fi, and there are good candi- 
dates for the triplet partners of the 

‘; . . . . . 

fi( 1525). Except for the ground state 
“...... 

%:.... . . . . . . . K*i?C+c.c.l bxov 

pseudoscalar, the states appear to fit 
into SU(3) multiplets which are con- 
sistent with magic mixing, and the 10.111 bi.,Al 
parameters and decay transitions of 
these states agree well with the pre- 

Fig. 16. Level diagram summarizing 

dictions of the quark model.“r3 
the strangeonium meson states and 
transitions seen in this experiment. 

CONCLUSION 

The more-that is learned about the light q~ spectra, the simpler and more 
pronounced the experimental regularities seem to be. An optimistic reading 
of those regularities from the data reviewed here leads to the suggestion made 

: by bgur at this conference that the spectra are “too” simple, and fit the non- 
relativistic quark model extremely well. In particular, the many states seen 
here-fit naturally into the predicted qij levels, with orbital excitations lying on 
linear trajectories and rather small triplet (L . S) splittings. The flavor depen- 
dences between spectra are also very simple, and, except for the ground states, 
the singlet-triplet splittings seem small and the nonets are approximately mag- 
ically mixed. Moreover, SU(3) predicts most of the decay rates well, and the 

-- - production processes are fairly well understood. 
Yet, important questions remain. First, it must be recognized that few 

triplet or singlet-triplet splittings are well measured, and many of the high mass 
orbital states have large errors on their masses, so that many of the detailed sys- 
tematics indicated by these data need substantially more study. Second, there 
are a number of indications that all is not well with the optimistic picture of 
the qij system painted above. In particular, the 23SlK*(1410) seems to lie much 
lower in mass than simple predictions would indicate, and its small coupling 
to KT indicates a breakdown in the simple SU(3) model of decay rates, per- 
haps pointing to a need to include radial wavefunction dynamics in the models. 
Finally, with the rather complete picture of the low mass qtj systems as given 
here, it is becoming increasingly clear that several states seen primarily in other 
proXuction modes have no convenient home in the qcj sector. For example, low 
mass O++ systems have been confusing for many years, and it now seems quite 
clear that there are “too many” such states. Moreover, as has been extensively 
discussed at this conference, the E/L and 8(1720) regions contain manypuzzles. 
These observations point to the existence of meson physics beyond the quark 
model and lead to the hope that these new spectroscopies soon will emerge more 
clearly. 
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